The magnetic properties of pure transition-like metals are discussed within the single site approximation, to take into account the electron correlation. The metal is described by two hybridized bands one of which includes the Coulomb correlation. Our results indicate that ferromagnetism follows from adequate values of the correlation and hybridization.
Introduction
The coherent potential approximation (CPA) has been largely used to provide a simple single site description of disordered alloys [?,1] . Another application of CPA procedures is the description of pure metals in presence of electronelectron correlations [2] . In this formulation, one describes the correlated electron by a spin and energy dependent effective self-energy which incorporates the effects of correlation. This self-energy is self-consistently determined by imposing the vanishing of the scattering T matrix associated to a given site which exhibits the full Coulomb interaction.
In our model, the metal has two non-degenerate bands, a and b. The first is a Hubbard-like narrow band with in-site interaction U , hybridized with the second one, b, a broader band. The Hamiltonian we adopt to describe pure metals is then
where n a iσ = a + iσ a iσ ; σ denotes spin. t ij denotes the tunneling amplitudes between neighboring sites i and j , in each band; ǫ a is the center of the a-band. We follow Roth's * Corresponding author. Tel: (05521) 2141-7285 fax: (05521) 2141-7400
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approach [2] to describe the electron-electron correlation through an effective Hamiltonian
where Σ σ is the self-energy associated with electronelectron interaction. We recall that the main spirit of the method consists in replacing a tranlationally invariant problem, as defined by (1), by the alloy problem, defined by (2) , where only the origin incorporates the Coulomb interaction. The effective Hamiltonian (2) still includes the difficulty of dealing with the Coulomb intra-atomic term at the origin and we have to resort to some approximation.
In the Green's function method [?,?] , the equation of motion of a given Green's function generates higher order functions and we thus need a decoupling procedure. After some algebra [4] we end up with the following Green's functions:
the Green's function of the bare b band,
and the Green's function of the renormalized b band
is the recursion relation of the renormalized a band; ǫ a k and ǫ b k denote the bare bands. The vanishing of the T-matrix gives a self-consistent equation for the self-energy:
with
This is equivalent to an alloy analogy approximation, where the broadening correction [3] has been neglected. Our self-consistent numerical results can describe a transition metal of the iron group (then a ≡ d and b ≡ s) or some f electron compounds (a ≡ f and b ≡ s, p, d).
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Summary
The traditional view of the origin of ferromagnetism in metals has been under intense scrutiny recently [5, 6] ). Conventional mean-field calculations favor ferromagnetism but corrections tend to reduce the range of validity of that ground state [6] . In this paper, using the single site approximation, we obtain ferromagnetic solution for a set of parameters (e.g. U/W = 2 and V /W = 0.15). A more complete study bringing up the interplay between U and V will be published elsewhere.
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